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Abstract. The Lviv-Volyn coal Basin remains being the main fuel-pow-
er base of the western regions of the Ukraine up to now. At the same time, 
against the background of the planned removing of mines from service 
and reduction of explored reserves of coal, the necessity arises to solve the 
question of the basin's development in the future. Its up-to-date expansion 
is also connected with the development of the coal seams trom the deep 
horizons. We have studied the commercial coal potential and character-
istic properties of morphology of the coal seams of the deep horizons of 
the Lviv-Volyn coal Basin, including the Kovel coal-bearing area. To the 
deep horizons we attribute the parts of the section of the carboniferous 
thickness that enclose the coal seams located at depths below the working 
coal seams. They are of Tournaisian-Serpukhovian age and belong to the 
lower (bog-marine) coal-bearing formation. The purpose of investigations 
was to determine the most perspective commercial coal seams of the deep 
horizons of the basin and their characteristic properties. It was noted that 
within the limits of the workable deep horizons of the basin the coal seams 
υ0

3 and υ6 are widely distributed. We have used a complex of investigations 
based on the formation analysis: morphological analysis of coal seams, 
methods of mapping and geological-industrial typification of the main 
morphological parameters of coal seams, correlation, paleopothamic and 
lithological-stratigraphical analyses, construction of detailed morphologi-
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cal sections, genetic and paleotectonic analyses of carboniferous deposits. 
Results of studies have enabled us to determine characteristic properties of 
the formation and morphology, in particular splitting, of the Visean υ0

3 and 
Serpukhovian υ6 coal seams. Maps of morphology υ0

3 (scale 1 : 50000) and 
υ6 (scale 1 : 25000) have been compiled that reflected morphostructural 
and morphogenetic features, a commercial value and changes in their main 
mining-geological factors and phenomena in the basin area. It was estab-
lished that accumulation of initial organic material of the seam υ0

3 in the 
Kovel coal-bearing area depends on inherited tectonic valley-like lowering 
of the latitudinal strike. For the first time for the basin there was determined 
a new type of the peat accumulation characteristic of the platform carbon-
iferous coal-bearing formations located directly on the erosional surface 
of Pre-carboniferous formations of different age. It was ascertained that 
the coal seam υ6 was formed within the limits of the subaerial deltal plain 
where the most favourable conditions for accumulation of the peat bogs 
existed in the pre-channel parts of delta located in the interchannel space 
among and under the influence of the large paleohydrographical systems. 
For the first time for this seam, the deltaic type of the peat accumulation 
was determined. Thus, within the limits of the deep horizons in deposits of 
the lower coal-bearing sub formation the coal seams υ0

3 and υ6 are the main 
and have the most commercial value. In the Kovel perspective area and the 
central part of the basin: υ0

3 and υ6 – in Zabuske and Mezhyrichchia fields of 
the chervonohrad coal production region of the basin. Stated material and 
executed paleoreconstructions verify and supplement the existing notions 
of carboniferous coal accumulation in the south-west of the East-European 
platform and of the little-studied deltaic type of the peat accumulation. In 
the light of applied aspect, they are important for solving of practical tasks 
connected with predicting evaluation of the commercial coal-bearing po-
tential of the deep horizons of the Lviv-Volyn Basin. 

1. introduction
The Lviv-Volyn coal Basin (LVB) (figure 1) remains being the main fu-

el-power base of western region of the Ukraine up to now. However, against 
the background of the planned removing of mines from service and reduc-
tion of explored reserves of coal, the necessity arises to solve the question 
of the basin's development in the future.
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In the Lviv-Volyn coal Basin, the highest potential for coal presence 
of commercial value falls to deposits of the Buzhanka suite. Eight basic 
commercial coal seams n7

н (n7), n7 (n7
1), n7

в, n8, n8
0, n8

в, n8
5 and n9 (in brack-

ets is indicated synonimics of coal seams accepted in the South-Western 
coal-bearing region of LVB) have the working thickness at rather great ar-
eas [3; 19–21]. At the same time, of great importance are studies, prediction 
and mapping of morphology of the coal seams with the working thickness 
that occur below at deeper horizons [10; 20].

To deep horizons belong those parts of the section of the coal-bear-
ing thickness of LVB that contain coal seams located at great depths 
below working seams. They are Tournaisian-Serpukhovian in age, and 
belong to the lower (marshy-marine) coal-bearing formation. As results 
of researches have shown, within the limits of deep horizons of the basin 
the coal seams υ0

3, υ0
4, υ2, υ4, υ4

3, υ5
4, υ5

6, υ6, n0
6 with working thickness 

are widely distributed. To such parts of the section one can attribute the 
northern continuation of the basin: the Kovel perspective area, the re-
gion of carboniferous spreading along the Poland border from the town 
of Volodymyr-Volynskiy to the Belarus border where the coal seam υ0

3 
occurs. It stretches as a strip, from 15 to 20 km wide, at a distance of 
about 100 kilometres along the state border. Its area is estimated at a 
total of 420 km2. On the whole in deposits of the lower coal-bearing 
subformation, υ0

3 and υ6 are basic seams that preserve working thickness 
at considerable areas.

Studying of coal seams situated within undeveloped territories and 
active mines of the basin, at horizons that are deeper than working 
ones and substantiation of their commercial value for duration of op-
erating period of mines is an urgent problem that needs to be solved. 
commercial working of such seams is a perspective direction of fur-
ther development of LVB and coal industry of the western region of 
the Ukraine.

Basing on paleoreconstructions, paleopothamic and morphological 
analyses and detailed studies of the structure, discomposition and washout 
of coal seams υ0

3 and υ6 as well as of changes in these parameters and phe-
nomena along the area, it was possible to depict formation conditions of 
coal-bearing deposits and morphological features of seams indicated in the 
maps of morphology.
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figure 1. geological map (a) and cross-section along the line І–І1 
(b) of the lviv-Volyn Coal basin (by ihor Kostyk and mykhailo  

matrofailo, on the basis of materials of the lviv gre) [17]
1–3 – formation of Mesozoic and cainozoic: 1 – Quarternary, 2 – Upper cretaceous, 

3 – Jurassic; 4–7 – carboniferous period, middle section: 4 – Bashkirian stage, lower 
section: 5 – Serpukhovian stage, 6 – Visean stage, 7 – Tournaisian stage; 8 – Devonian, 
upper section, famennian stage; 9 – Silurian, upper section; 10 – tectonic dislocations 
with a break of continuity; 11 – regional fault; 12 – contour of commercial coal pres-
ence; 13 – line of geological section and borehole number; 14 – line of correlational 
profile. Location of carboniferous basins and coal-bearing areas (on cutting): basins: 
I – Lviv-Volyn, II – Predobrogean, III – Donets, IV – Dnieper-Donets area
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2. methods of investigations
To study morphostructural and morphogenetic features of coal seams υ0

3 
and υ6 in details, changes in these parameters and phenomena over the area, 
correlation of coal-bearing deposits of the basin and regional cartographical 
representation of the results we have used the methods developed and applied 
for the basin near Moscow, Donets and Lviv-Volyn basins [15; 18; 19]. More-
over, we have used the methods of mapping (scale 1 : 50000) and geologi-
cal-commercial typification of main morphological parameters of coal seams, 
paleopothamic and lithological-stratigraphic analyses, construction of detailed 
morphological sections (scale: vertical 1 : 200, horizontal 1 : 50000). Maps of 
coalbed morphology show outlined and marked areas of the same type structure 
and traced boundaries of splitting, and washout as well as depicted develop-
ment of coaly argillites. The isoline of the rock interbed 0.50 m thick is accepted 
as the outline of the splitting zone. A change in the thickness of the coal seams is 
represented by isopachytes drawn with line spacing of 0.20 m, and the depth of 
occurrence of the rock bottom: by isohypses with line spacing of 50 m. 

To study geological structure, to correlate coal deposits and the morphology 
of coal seams and to estimate resources of the Kovel area we have used a complex 
of investigations based on formation analysis [20]. In addition, we have carried 
out lithological investigations of the section and have described lithological-fa-
cies characteristic of rocks as well as we have correlated deposits of the Lviv-Vo-
lyn basin and its northern continuation, have characterized coal-bearing potential 
of the thickness and have executed the morphological analysis of coal seams and 
genetic and paleotectonic analysis of deposits of carboniferous. 

In particular, to correlate coal seams we have constructed the correla-
tional geological profile based on data of sections throughout the whole 
territory of the basin studied in detail (from the town of Rava Ruska in the 
south to the Belarus border in the north) (figure 2). correlation of the pro-
file was conducted on the basis of methods developed with special features 
of the structure and formation conditions of coal deposits of LVB taken into 
account [19]. Incidentally we have used reliable, widely distributed mark-
er horizons: 1 – limestone seam V1 of the Volodymyr suite with overlain 
marine argillites with numerous interbeds and lenses of siderite; 2 – the 
thickness of limestones that contain foraminifers of the Ustilug suite with 
interbeds of argillites and coal; 3 – thick seams of limestone containing Late 
Visean foraminifers (probably from the lower part of the Porytsk suite). 
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The geological commercial typification of coal seams was carried out in 
conformity with accepted gradations of classifications and standing instruc-
tions and methods with the aid of alphabetical-digital indexing of the main 
morphological indicators of the seam: thickness (I–IV), change in thickness 
(М1–2), structure (СТ1–4), degree of distribution of washouts and substitu-
tions (Р1–4).

3. general description 
Structurally, the Kovel exploring perspective area is in the northern part 

of LVB situated within the Lviv Paleozoic Depression of the south-west-
ern margin of the East European Platform and is contiguous to the Volyn 
field. It should be also noted that it is extended within the limits the Kov-
el tectonic projection which is a part of the Kovel-Hrubeszów transverse 
uplift with distinctive high-amplitude fine-block tectonics. The formation 
of the projection is connected with maximum activity of horst-under-

 

figure 2. Correlational profile of the lower part of the coal-bearing 
formation of the lviv-Volyn Coal basin along the line А–b 

(line of section is indicated in figure 1) [20]
1 – coal seam and its synonymics; 2 – coaly argillite; 3 – tectonic dislocations with 

a break of continuity; 4 – Volodymyr-Volynskiy (northern) fracture; 5 – sandstone;  
6 – argillite; 7 – limestone and its synonymics; 8–12 – deposits: 8 – Jurassic, 9 – Lower 
carboniferous (suites: c1kl – Kulychkiv, c1ol – Oleska, , c1υl – Volodymyr, c1us – Usti-
lug, c1pr – Porytsk), 10 – Upper Devonian, 11 – Upper Silurian (graptolithic biozones 
(digits on profile): 1 – nilssoni chimaera, 2 – lentwardinensis, 3 – kozlowskii-auricula-
tus, 4 – formosus-spineus, 5 – ultimus-parultimus, 6 – lochkovensis); 12 – cambrian
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thrust dislocations in Pre-Visean time (Bretonian phase of Hercinian tec-
togenesis) [24]. This has caused, on the one hand, a wave-like character 
of the boundary-line of the distribution of carboniferous, and on the other  
hand – subhorizontal occurrence of coal deposits on the deeply eroded 
surface of strongly dislocated rocks of the Lower Paleozoic. The depth of 
washing of the Pre-carboniferous deposits in the limits of the Kovel projec-
tion reaches from 0.5 to 1.7 km [23]. 

Rocks of the carboniferous system of the Kovel area occur uncomform-
ably on washedout deposits of the Lower Paleozoic that differ in age, and 
they are represented by the Visean and Serpukhovian stages (figure 3). The 
thickness of carboniferous over an area does not exceed 224 m. In the base-
ment of the carboniferous deposits of the area there occurred rocks of a crust 
of weathering – argillites, massive, yellow-grey in color, fat to the touch, with 
silky glitter, acute-angled crack, sometimes with vegetable remains, black 
and brown ferrous oölites. These rocks contain high concentrations of Al2O3 
reaching up to 36.7–37.8 per cent. Argillites are similar to basal formations 
of carboniferous in LVB (Kulychkiv suite) [1; 2], as well as to “semikaolin” 
high-alumina kaolinite clays of the Lower carboniferous of the basin near 
Moscow [7]. Within the territory studied argillites about 3 m thick are distrib-
uted locally and are very similar to those in the Kulychkiv suite of LVB that 
very likely indicates their development within the Kovel area. 

Deposits of the Visean stage are mainly represented by rocks of Volody-
myr and Ustilug suites. The Volodymyr suite is composed mainly of terrig-
enous rocks. In its bottom in the north-eastern part of the area there occurs 
thick series (about 20 m thick) of different-grained quartz sandstones with 
kaolin, rarely carbonate, cement with argillite interbeds and sometimes of 
kaolin clays. Above there occurs a series (from the first metres to 10 metres 
thick) of black coaly argillites among which the coal seam υ0

3 is located and 
which is splitted into two conditional coal seams υ0

3н and υ0
3в with which 

the total coal presence of the area is connected. completion of the section 
is represented by deposits of grey argillites with interbeds of aleurolites 
and organogenous limestones, often with remains of corals and mollusks. 
Sometimes one can observe interbeds of conglomerates of small thick 
(about 0.30–0.50 m) in the suite series. The thickness of the suite reaches 
about 40 m. It should be noted that the seam υ0

3 is also distributed in the 
central part of LVB.
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4. morphology of coal seams 
Coal seam υ0

3 is extended throughout the whole territory of the Kovel 
area: in the north – in the Shatsk area, in the central part – in the Lyuboml 
area, and in the south – in the Novyny area, it borders upon the the Volo-
dymyr-Volynskiy fault. It consists of two coal seams υ0

3н and υ0
3в that are 

of working thickness and are a short way off and both in the southern and 
the northern directions are connected into the single coal seam of com-
plex structure. from the above-mentioned gradations of parameters and 
phenomena it was possible to characterize the morphology and the main 
morphological indications of coal seams for the separate plots of the Kovel 
area and to depict them in the map of morphology (figure 5) and in the 
sections (figure 6).

The lower coal seam υ0
3н occurs at depths ranging from 319.6 to 551.2 m  

and is distributed in all plots of the area. The cover of the seam is main-
ly composed of argillite, and the bottom: mudstone, siltstone and rarely 
sandstone. Its thickness changes from 0.10 to 2.17 m (borehole 7006) and 
corresponds to four types of gradation: I – very thin, II – thin, III – medium, 
IV – thick. In the Novyny and Lyuboml plots of the area it is conditional and 
varies from 0.59 to 2.17 m. Somewhat further north, in the 

Shatsk plot, the seam is of very thin unworkable thickness reaching  
0.35 m (borehole 4105) and 0.30 m (borehole 4116). changeability of the 
thickness is weak (M1), and only in the western part of the Lyuboml plot 
it is strong and very strong (M2). According to reserves classification, the 
seam belongs to uneven group. Its structure changes from simple (СТ1) to 
complex (cT3). Without rock interbeds the seam extends in the Novyny, 
Shatsk plots and in the east of the Lyuboml one; with one and two rock 
interbeds from 0.10 to 0.38 m thick: in the western, the thickest part of the 
Lyuboml plot. Interbeds area represented mainly by argillites, sometimes 
by sandstones. coaly argillite from 0.15 to 0.25 m thick in different cases 
occurs in the bottom, middle part and in the cover of the seam, and in the 
borehole 2944 it fully substitutes the coal. 

The coal seam υ0
3н is splitted. This local splitting is exposed in the bore-

hole 7005. It belongs to bifurcation and extends as far as 15.2 km2. The rock 
interlayer represented by argillite is 1.90 m in thickness.

The upper coal seam υ0
3в occurs at a depth of 319.6–546.7 m below the 

limestone V1. Limestone predominate in its cover in the northern part of the 
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figure 4. map of morphology of coal seam υ6 of the lviv-Volyn 
Coal basin (authors ihor Kostyk and mykhailo matrofailo)
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area, in the south – argillite, rarely siltstone and sandstone, at the bottom –  
in the east part argillite and in the west – siltstone. A sphere of its exten-
sion coincided with the lower seam. The thickness of the seam varies from 
0.10 to 1.38 m (borehole 5484) and corresponds to three types of gradation  
(I – III). The seam with conditional thickness between 0.94 and 1.38 m 
extends over large areas of the Lyuboml plot. further to the west, its thick-
ness is very thin: from 0.10 to 0.15 m (borehole 4015, 7005). change in 
the thickness is low (M1). According to reserves classification, the seam 
belongs to relatively consistent. Its structure becomes changed from simple 
(cT1), prevailing in the Lyuboml plot, to middle complexity and complex 
(cT2–3) extended over this plot in some cases: with one rock interlayer – 
borehole 5484, with two – borehole 5490. Rock intercalations are com-
posed of coaly argillite and argillite 0.04–0.09 m thick, and in the borehole 
2944 coaly argillite 0.20 m thick fully constitute coal.

The coal seam υ0
3в is locally splitted too. Splitting is exposed in the 

borehole 4015. It belongs to bifurcation and occupies the area of 7.9 km2. 
The thickness of the rock interlayer represented by siltstones and partly by 
sandstones reaches 1.20 m. In both case local splittings are distributed in 
the tectonically most active central Lyuboml plot of the Kovel area. Their 
contours are oval and intersect the state border extending to the territory of 
the Lyublin basin of the neighbouring Poland. 

1 – boundaries of geological-industrial regions (I – Novovolynsk, II – chervonohrad, 
III – South-Western); 2 – boundary of epigenetic washout of coal-bearing formation;  
3 – isopaches of coal seam, m; 4 – isohipses of the coalbed foot, m; 5 – contour of mainly 
synpeaty and early-epipeaty washouts and substitutions of coal seam; 6 – contour of syn-
peaty and epipeaty washouts and substitutions of coal seam; 7 – coal seam of composite 
structure (two or more coal units); 8 – line of coal seam splitting; 9 – tectonic dislocations 
with a break of continuity: 1 – Rava-Ruska fault, 2 – Krekhiv overthrust, 3 – Zashkiv 
fault, 4 – Nesteriv zone of overthrusts (Nesteriv overthrust), 5 – Butyn-Khlivchany zone 
of thrusts, 6 – Boyanets overthrust, 7 – Belz-Kulychkiv overtrust, 8 – Belz-Mylyatyn zone 
of overthrusts, 9 – Zabuzkiy and Sokal fault, 10 – Volyn fault; 10 – coal fields (1 – Volyn, 
2 – Zabuzke, 3 – Mezhyrichenske, 4 – Tyagliv, 5 – Lyubelya), areas and plots (6 – Byshkiv 
coal-bearing area, 7 – plot of Mezhyrichya-Western); 11 – populated area: R-R – Ra-
va-Ruska, K-B – Kamyanka-Buska, ch – chervonohrad, S – Sokal, N – Novovolynsk; 
12 – mine and its number (NV – Novovolynsk, ch – chervonohrad, VM – Velyki Mosty: 
No. 1 – “Velykomostivska”, No. 2 – “Bendyuzka”, No. 3 – “Mezhyrichanska ”, No. 4 – 
“Vidrodzhennya”, No. 6 – “Lisova”, No. 7 – “Zarichna”, No. 8 – “Vizeiska”, No. 9 – “Na-
dia”, No. 10 – “Stepova”); 13 – alphabetical-digital index of the seam 
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figure 5. map of mor-
phology of coal seam υ0

3 
of the Kovel coal-bearing 

area of the lviv-Volyn 
Coal basin

1 – boundary of epigen-
etic washout of coal-bearing 
formation; 2 – isopaches of 
coal seam, m; 3 – isohypses of 
coalbed foot, m; 4 – contour 
of mainly epipeaty washouts 
of coal seam; 5 – coal seam of 
composite structure (two and 
more coal units); 6 – line of 
splitting of coal seam at differ-
ent stratigraphic levels; 7 – tec-
tonic dislocations with a break 
of continuity; 8 – borehole and 
its number; 9 – structure of 
seam and thickness of coal units 
and rock interlayers; 10 – loca-
tion of detailed cross-sections;  
11 – alphabetical index of coal 
seam; 12 – boggy seaside low-
land; 13 – delta; 14 – directions 
of paleostreams; 15 – Kovel 
carboniferous hydrographic 
system; 16 – boundary of pa-
leogeographic zones; 17 – state 
frontier
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On the whole, the coal seam υ0
3 in the Kovel area is of composite struc-

ture and is splitted into two conditional coal seams υ0
3н and υ0

3в reaching 
the maximum thickness for the Lyuboml plot. Genetic indication of its 
splitting are contained in that the thickness of overall compact part of coal 
seam up to its splitting is comparable with total thickness of coal units (in 
neighbouring boreholes) composing it in the zone of splitting, and compli-
cation of their structure and gradual increase in the thickness of the rock 
interlayer, that consists of argillite and sometimes of siltstone, occurs in 
the direction of the centre of the studied area. Its greatest thickness is equal 
to 6.60 m (borehole 7005). This is also characteristic of the change in the 
thickness of the whole coal mass reaching 25–30 m in the centre of the 
area and decreases in the northern and southern directions. The gradient of 

 
a 

 
b 

figure 6. morphological sections of coal seam υ0
3 along А–А1 (a) 

and b–b1 (b) (lines of section are indicated in figure 5)
1 – coal seam and its thickness; 2 – argillite; 3 – siltstone; 4 – sandstone; 5 – lime-

stone; 6 – coaly argillite; 7 – thickness of rock interlayer of splitting; 8 – bore well and its 
number; 9 – Jurassic washout of coal-bearing formation; 10 – washed surface of cam-
brian and Silurian deposits underlying coal-bearing deposits; 11 – tectonic dislocations 
with a break of continuity; 12 – state frontier 
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splitting in the meridian direction for different sections becomes changed 
from 0.16 to 0.45 m/km, on an average 0.28 m/km. The seam υ0

3 is splitted 
from the north to the south and from the south to the north over the area of  
202.7 km2. The contours of splitting stretch sublatitudinally forming a com-
posite phasic three-time bifurcation. It should be noted-that fragments of 
its contours in the west of the area intersect the state border, and in the east 
they are destroyed by washing of the coal-bearing formation together with 
the whole carboniferous thickness. 

Morphology of the coal seam υ0
3 and its constituents was changed under 

the influence of interformational and epigenetic (formational) washout of 
carboniferous deposits. The fragment of interformational washout, belong-
ing mainly to epipeaty washout of the coal seam, is located in the Novyny 
plot. It is caused by abrasion, because in its cover the limestone occurs. The 
contour of washout is directed beyond the limits of the area. 

Washout of the coal-bearing thickness (epigenetic washout of the 
coal-bearing formation) in the territory of the Kovel area has decreased 
considerably the area of extension of coal seams, commercial coal presence 
and, mainly, has formed modern contours of their morphology that rep-
resent only a part of carboniferous deposits which occupied considerably 
larger territory before Post-Carboniferous washout. The modern configura-
tion of the boundary of epigenetic washout is secondary one – denudational. 
It stretches submeridionally and occupies the whole Kovel area. Taking into 
consideration the relationship between the surface, the contour of wash-
out and morphology of coal seams (their thickness, structure, extension of 
boundaries of splitting etc.) we can come to a conclusion that: destroyed at 
least the part of the seam together with the coal-bearing thickness is similar 
by volume to preserved one (P2-4 – 25–50% and more). 

Coal seam υ6. In the Volyn field which structurally is in the northern part 
of the Lviv-Volyn Basin situated within the limits of the Lviv Paleozoic 
deep, not in all areas υ6 is distributed (see fig. 4). In the north and in the 
east of this field it is absent due to epipeaty washout, and in the rest of the 
area, where it is well-studied, there is no commercial value. It occurs at a 
depth of from 418 to 499 m in the thickness of siltstones and argillites with 
interlayers of sandstones, it has mainly one-unit, rarely two-unit structure 
(borehole 4317), thickness of 0.10–0.46 m and only boreholes 3903 and 
4317 have fixed the thickness of 0.50 end 0.60 m correspondingly. Coaly 
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argillites are developed here and there, and they occur in the cover of the 
coal seam (borehole 4326).

Within the limits of the Zabuhsky and Mezhyrichya fields, the seam 
is widely distributed and has a commercial value at most plots and mine 
fields. But it is not characteristic of stable thickness and structure in all 
areas. In the Zabuhsky field belonging to the Zabuhsky monocline, Sokal 
brachisyncline and the north-western edge of the Mezhyrichya syncline and 
is cut off from the Volyn field by relatively deep, 50–70 m, Jurassic washout 
of the coal-bearing deposits, the seam υ6 occurs at a depth of 508–687.5 m 
in the thickness of siltstones and argillites with interlayers of sandstone. 
Having working thickness ranging from 0.50 to 1.34 m and on an average 
is 0.76, 0.88, 0.62 and 0.72 m correspondingly; it is distributed in the fields 
of Chervonohradska–1, 2, 5, 6 mines. But only in the field No. 2 the seam 
belongs to the group of persistent by the thickness, and in other fields it is 
unpersistent. Its structure becomes changed from one-unit to composite and 
very-composite (from two-three unit to multi-unit). The seam of two- and 
three-unit structure with the thickness of the lower coal unit of 0.36–1.23 m,  
of the middle – 0.10–0.45 (with three-unit structure), and of the upper – 
0.08–0.36 m, rarely 0.46–0.68 m is prevailing. The thickness of rock inter-
layers that divide the coal seam and are composed mainly by argillites and 
coaly argillites usually is insufficient, and becomes changed from the first 
centimetres to 0.15 m and only in some cases it reaches 0.23–0.50 m.

In the Mezhyrichya field belonging to the Mezhyrichya syncline sepa-
rated by sloping uplift from the Sokal brachisyncline in the north-east (the 
chervonohrad anticlinal zone), the seam υ6 occurs in the siltstone-sandstone 
thickness of rocks at a depth from 692 to 810 m. It is of commercial value 
in the fields of “Mezhyrichanska” “Vidrodzhennya”, “Lisova”, “Zarichna”, 
“Vizeiska” and “Stepova” mines where its thickness varies from 0.40 to 
1.65 m with average values of 0.76 and 0.69, 0.58, 0.86, 0.82 and 0.77 m 
correspondingly. Based on the thickness, the seam belongs to the group of 
unpersistent, and only in the field of the “Zarichna” mine it is relatively 
persistent. In the eastern part of the deposit in the fields of the “Velykomos-
tivska”, “Bendyuzka”, “Velykomostivska–5” and “Nadia” mines, the seam 
is washed-out partly, and in the rest fields – unworkable. Almost every-
where the seam is composed of two coal units divided by a thin rock inter-
layer reaching 0.05–0.10 m. The basic thick unit is the lower set, whereas 
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the upper unit is low and doesn’t exceed 0.25 m. The cover of the seam 
is composed mainly of argillites, sometimes of siltstones, the basement – 
of siltstones. The composite structure of υ6 is characteristic of individual 
crossings of the seams in the western part of the field of the “Lisova” mine 
where within limits of the Zhuzhelyany overthrust it is splitted into two coal 
units. The area of splitting stretches along this dislocation.

In the Mezhyrichya field, the seam υ6 belongs to the group of thin ac-
cording to the thickness, and has a low changeability. Increased change-
ability is observed only in the board parts of synpeathy and early epipeaty 
washouts the area of which is insufficient on the whole within the limits of 
the field. Thus, its morphostructure is composite and has a zonal character 
formed by certain seam-forming conditions.

In the Mezhyrichya-Western area ajoining with the fields of “Lisova”, 
“Zarichna” and “Stepova” mines of the Mezhyrichya deposit, the coal seam 
υ6 is widely distributed, and it is absent only in the near-axial part of the 
Kulychkiv uplift where the upper part of carboniferous deposits of the basin 
is cut off by erosion, including the seam υ6 and the underlying coal seam υ5

6. 
The seam υ6 occurs in the thickness of argillites, siltstones with interlayers 
of sandstones and rarely limestones at a depth of from 468–500 m in the 
region of the Kulychkiv uplift to 700–873 m in the north, the south-east 
and the south-west of this area. According to data of 107 crossings, in the 
greater part of this area the thickness of the seam is 0.50–2.0 m, and on an 
average – 0.84 m. It belongs mainly to the group of thin and is relatively 
persistent. The seam keeps the commercial value also within the limits of 
the lying side of the zone of Vanevsky and Zhuzhelyansky overthrusts with 
the amplitude of about 162 m. On the whole, the change in its thickness has 
a zonal, wave-like character. Zones with low thickness become changed are 
substituted for plots of grater area with conditional thickness. At greater 
part of the Mezhyrichya-Western plot it is characterized by low and average 
changeability of the thickness, and by composite and very composite one-
near the Belz-Kulychkiv and Zhuzhelyansky overthrusts.

In the Mezhyrichya-Western plot, the structure of seam changes from 
the simple one-unit to composite and very composite two- and three-unit 
and more. Incidentally, the seam of two- and three-unit structure predom-
inates. On the whole, the structure of the seam from the plot as well as 
changeability of its thickness has a marked zonal character: local fields of 
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simple, composite and very composite structure are expressed on the back-
ground of the field of two- and three-unit structure that predominates. The 
most verified structure of the seam is observed on the eastern edge of the 
Kulychkiv anticlinal uplift and in the border line of active mines of the 
chervonohrad coal industrial region. Here at most crossings of the seams it 
has very composite multi-unit layered structure which often is substituted 
for the two- and three-unit structure, and sometimes – for simple one-unit.

In the Tyagliv field, the boundaries of which are Poland state border in 
the north, the Butyn-Khlivchany zone of thrusts in the west, the Belz-My-
lyatyn zone of thrusts in the east, in the south – the working contour of the 
coal seam n7

н (n7), the seam υ6 with commercial thickness is distributed in 
the south part, in the field of the Tyaglivska–3 mine. In the rest area (in the 
field of mines No. 1 and 2) it is splitted into two, in some cases into three 
coal units due to which the thickness of its units decreases considerably, 
and its commercial value is lost. The seam occurs in the thick series of al-
eurolites (44.8%), argillites (35.4%) and sandstones (14.1%) with the few 
interlayers of limestones (up to 5%) at a depth of from 697.8 to 1015.6 m 
that averages 837.4 m. With the workable thickness it occurs at a depth 
of from 815 to 850 m. It is characterized by simple and composite mainly 
two-unit structure. The upper coal unit is thin – 0.06–0.16 m. The rock in-
terlayer is composed mainly of argillite about 0.15 m thick. Total thickness 
of the seam found more frequently reaches 0.70–1.00 m, in the field of the 
Tyaglivska–3 – 0.50–1.44 m with average value of 0.73 m. In its cover 
there are argillites, rarely siltstones, in the bottom – siltstones, argillites, 
sometimes sandstones.

In the fields of mines No. 1 and 2 the seam is inpersistent and belongs 
to the group of very thin, in the south and the south-east of the field of the 
mine No. 3 – relatively persistent and belongs to the group of thin, and in 
some plots – to the middle group. By changeability of thickness it is of low 
and medium complexity.

In the Lyubelya field located 5.0–7.7 km west of the Tyagliv field and 
is separated from it by a narrow Butyn anticlinal zone with a domed part 
complicated by Butyn-Khlivchany thrust zone, of the seam υ6 is distrib-
uted unevenly in all minefields due to considerable affection by synpeaty 
and epipeaty washouts and substitutions reaching 57.7% of total area of 
the deposit. It is located in the thickness of terrigenous rocks composed of 
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siltstones (51.0%), argillites (29.3%) and sandstones (15%) with interlayers 
of limestones (3.8%). A depth of occurrence varies from 641.7 m in the east 
and the south-east to 1517.8 m in the north-west of the deposit. By thick-
ness ranging from 0.38 to 1.24 m and reaching 0.66 m on an average, the 
seam is inpersistent and belongs to thin and very thin groups. Its least thick-
ness is observed mainly in the fields of the Lyubelska No. 2 and 5 mines. At 
a greater part of the Lyubelya field it has a low and average thickness, and 
only in some plots of the mines Lyubelska No. 2 and 3 and in the central 
part of the Lyubelska–1 mine – a strong one.

Morphology of the seam υ6 of the field is composite, and in the fields of 
the Lyubelska No. 3 and 4 mines, in the western and the southern part of the 
field of the mine No. 1 it is mainly of simple one-unit structure, in the field 
of the mine No. 2 and in the southern half of the field of the mine No. 3 it 
has one-unit, two-unit and sometimes three-unit structure, with prevailing of 
the one-unit structure. In the central part of the field of the Lyubelska–1 mine 
the seam has two- and three-unit structure. The thickness of rock interlayers 
varies from 0.02 to 0.38 m. They are represented mainly by argillites and silt-
stones, sometimes by coaly argillites located in the cover and in the foot of the 
seam. The cover of the seam usually is composed of argillites and sometimes 
of siltstones, and the foot – of siltstones, sometimes of sandstones.

The structure of the coal seam υ6 in the territory of LVB is complicated by 
splitting into two coal units υ6

н and υ6
в. for example, figure 7 shows bifurca-

tion of the seam in the Tyagliv field of the South-Western region of the basin 
in detail that is the basic type of splitting. That’s quite normal that almost all 
fields of decomposition belong to the Belz-Mylyatyn thrust zone. Incidental-
ly, at most seam crossings the lower unit is the basic one, its thickness varies 
from 0.12–0.28 to 0.64–1.18 m. Rock interlayers, separating splitted units, 
are composed of argillites, sometimes of siltstones and sandstones. Their 
thickness varies within wide bounds from 0.52–5.60 to 6.40–14.60 m. 

It should be noted that a modern configuration of the distribution con-
tour of carboniferous deposits of LVB is a result of revealing the Asturian 
tectonic movements and later deep-seated pre-Upper Jurassic and pre-Up-
per cretaceous erosional and abrasion truncations [20]. The LVB and es-
pecially the Kovel coal-bearing area compose the most uplifted closed pe-
ripheral part of the great Lviv-Lublin depression where Post-carboniferous 
denudation processes occurred especially intensively. This has caused the 
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absence in the basinal stratigraphical section of carboniferous of deposits 
younger than Late-Bashkirian (Westphalian A) in its central part and Late 
Serpukhovian (Post-Ivanychi) ones in the territory of the Kovel area. 

 

figure 7. Splitting (bifurcation) of coal seam υ6 in the are  
of the Tyagliv field of the South-Western coal-bearing region

1 – sandstone; 2 – siltstone; 3 – argillite; 4 – coal; 5 – coaly argillite; 6 – deposits of 
cretaceous system

5. formation conditions of coal seams. Types of peat accumulation
commercial coal seams of the lower subformation of the Lviv-Volyn 

Basin were formed in different conditions. In the north of the basin, within 
the limits of the Kovel coal-bearing area, the commercial coal seam υ0

3 is 
located in the lower part of subformation, very close to the basement repre-
sented by pre-coal deposits of Early Paleozoic. considerable change in its 
morphology was caused by specific conditions of coal-forming. Before the 
beginning of the formation of coal-bearing deposits, the studied area was a 
marshy coastal lowgrounds with the rather divided erosional-tectonic relief. 
Its reconstruction according to known methods [9; 14; 22] using the base-
ment of the coal seam υ0

3н as a conventional (zero) horizon has shown that 
exceeding of pre-carboniferous paleorelief is 20 m and more (figure 8). In 
the central part of the territory, there existed a large (over 20 km wide) lat-
itudinal valley-like reduction where channel and flood-plain alluvium was 
deposited. Increase in the thickness of alluvium in the western direction as 
well as results of paleopotamic analysis of the coal-bearing deposits of LVB 
[16] indicate the probable location of the upper reaches of paleoriver in the 
east – in the region of the Ukrainian Shield. Paleomorphological recon-
structions, conducted by us, dave shown that during the period of the forma-
tion of the coal seams υ0

3н and υ0
3в and also of limestone V1 the valley-like 

reduction underwent the greatest inherited subsidence in comparison with 
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neighbouring (northern and southern) more uplifted areas. This has shown 
itself not only in the increased thickness of alluvium and coal-bearing de-
posits, underlying limestone V1 on the whole but in accumulative-tectonic 
decomposition of the coal seam υ0

3 into two seam in the field of paleoval-
ley. Mother substance of the seam υ0

3 was accumulated in the paleopeat 
bogs located both within the great latitudinal valley-like subsidence and 
in the northern and in the northern and in the southern intervalley spaces. 
The most favourable conditions for the formation of the paleopeat bogs 
were found on the slopes of paleovalleys; to a lesser extent – in its central 
part which was characterized by a high level of standing water, increased 
hydrodynamics, bringing of a considerable amount of terrigenous material 
into the peat bogs that caused a composite structure of the coal seams and 
their increased ash content. Low irrigating and intensive decomposition of 
a vegetable mass in aerobic conditions didn't promote forming of thick peat 
bogs in the uplifted areas of intervalley space. 

 

figure 8. reconstruc-
tion of formation stages 
of accumulative-tectonic 
splitting (bifurcation) of 
coal seam υ0

3 and surface 
of pre-Carboniferous de-
posits along the line А–А1 
in the Kovel area of the 

lviv-Volyn basin 
1 – coal seam and its syn-

onymics; 2 – seam of limestone 
and its synonymics; 3 – forma-
tion stages of splitting: I – for-
mation of lower coal seam, base-
ment of splitting; II – formation 
of rock interlayer of splitting and 
upper coal seam; III – comple-
tion of splitting formation and its 
overburdening with rock depos-
its and limestone V1; 4 – surface 
of pre-carboniferous deposits;  
5 – bore well its number 
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Specific conditions of the peat accumulation in the paleovalley have 
predetermined a peculiar petrophysical composition of coal. In contradis-
tinction to mainly semibright durite-clarain coal of the principal territory 
of LVB, indicated coal seams are composed of dull, semidull clarain-durite 
coal. Their main component is a group of vitrinite (on an average – 49.6%). 
Of macerals, kolinite (33.1%) and telinite (14.6%) are the most widespread. 
The composition of macerals of the group of semivitrinite averages 4.0%. 
Of wide development (26.2%) are macerals of the group of inertinite: semi-
fusinite, fusinite, micrinite, inertodetrinite. Their concentration is corre-
spondingly equal to: 9.4, 6.6, 5.1 and 5.1%. In coal the group of leptynite 
(27.7%) also is well-developed and mainly is represented by sporinite the 
concentration of which reaches 25.9% in some samples. Thus, in the coal 
of seams υ0

3н and υ0
3в not a group of microelements reaches 50%. Accord-

ing to the classification of the All-Russia Research Geological Institute [4], 
they are typical mixthohumolites in contradistinction to helitholites com-
posing the basic coal mass of LVB. Peculiarity of the coal from the seams 
υ0

3н and υ0
3в of the Kovel area also is that kolinite predominates over telin-

ite in the group of vitrinite to a great extent, the distribution appoximately 
equal quantity of such macerals as fusinite, semifusinite and micrinite in the 
group of inertinite; moreover, predominance of macrospores is observed in 
the group of leptynite.

There are notions [4] of that initial organic substance of coal of the same 
petrophysical composition was accumulated in well-drained peat bogs in 
the conditions of constant access of oxygen, microbe activity and carrying 
out of a greater part of humic acids. There occurred intensive decomposi-
tion of lignin-cellulose substance, and due to its washing away by the flow-
ing water – enrichment of organic mass with the most stable to destruction 
microcomponents of the group of leptynite (spores, cuticle and other). 

Such a dependence between the coal presence and peculiarities of 
pre-coalbearing paleorelief within the northern continuation of LVB was re-
vealed for the first time. It shows itself in bifurcation of the coal seam and in 
complexity of its structure in the direction of the valley-like lowering. Thus, 
a new type of the peat accumulation was established in LVB characteristic of 
the coal-bearing formation of ancient platforms distributed immediatly on 
the erosional surface of underlying formations [6]. formations of the basin 
near Moscow, Donets and other coal basins belong to such kind [7; 12; 13].  
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Similarity of the formation conditions of the Visean coal-bearing depos-
its of the Moscow Basin and the lower coal-bearing subfomation of the 
northern continuation of LVB becomes more obvious with consideration of 
almost the same substance composition of coal for both regions.

Latitudinal stretching of paleovalleys, their tracing up to the Poland 
state frontier and data of drilling of the Savin ІG 1 borehole, that has drilled 
the seam 2.0 m thick located almost directly on the denuded surface of Late 
Paleozoic [11] confirm that indicated peculiarities of the formation of the 
lovers coal-bearing subformation of the northern continuation of LVB ex-
isted also in the frontier territory of the Lublin Basin [20].

Other conditions existed in the period of the formation of the coal seam 
υ6, to that indicate cited peculiarities of its morphology. It is located in the 
thickness of terrigenous rocks between limestones V6 and N1 of the lower 
marshy-marine coal-bearing subformation that on the whore is character-
ized by the most expressed paralic type of coal-forming and occurs in the 
lagoonal-marine sedimentary cycle of the first order [19]. Common regres-
sive character of sedimentation in the period of forming subformation led to 
the sea deviation in the south-western direction, in consequence continental 
environments of sedimentation were gradually distributed, displacing ma-
rine ones. Thus, there arouse favourable conditions for the formation of 
the peat bogs. In the time of the greatest regression and the formation of 
the coal seam υ6 the processes of accumulation of initial organic substance 
occurred over the whole territory of the basin, and the shore line of the sea 
was displaced to the south-west beyond the studied territory (to the south-
west of the Byshkiv coal-bearing area). 

In the period of the formation of the seam υ6 the locality represented a 
subaerial slightly dipping to the south-west deltal plain intersected by numer-
ous very branched river beds, channels, sources of which were situated in the 
region of the Ukrainian Shield (figure 9). Widely distributed within subaerial 
delta the river system had a great influence on the formation conditions of the 
seam υ6. At that time in the territory of LVB, the Dubno and Horokhiv-Rivne 
hydrographic systems existed that is confirmed by the widely distributed silt-
stone-sandstone deposits of accumulative bodies (figure 10). 

Widly developped river system considerably influenced the formation 
condition of the seam. The formation of paleopeat bogs occurred mainly in 
uplifted plots located between water streams which are characterized by un-
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figure 9. Paleogeographic map of the time of coalbed υ6 formation
1 – peat bogs; 2 – plots of the most favourable conditions for peat accumula-

tion; 3 – area where paleopeats are absent; 4 – directions of water flows; 5 – areas of 
the most intensive subsidence of the locality; 6 – flooded coastal lowland; 7 – delta;  
8–9 – paleohydrogtaphic systems: 8 –Horokhiv-Rivne, 9 – Dubno; 10 – boundaries of 
paleohydrogtaphic zones

favourable conditions for the plant life. The explanation of this serve waved 
outlines of the peat massifs, their size and orientation of the boundaries. 
Within these bounds, synpeaty and early-epipeaty substitution and wash-
outs of paleopeat bogs were widely developed in connection with that the 
formation of the seam υ6 at such areas didn’t occur. The smallest channels, 
within which accumulation of the plant material was absent, existed in-
side the peat massifs. from the position of the method of actualism, similar 
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conditions are observed in the peat bogs from the region of the delta of the 
Mississippi River (figure 11) [5]. 

Location of the delta quite close to the sea also is a negative factor for 
the formation of the seam υ6. As a result of the sea transgression, water pen-
etrated depressed plots of the relief. There the formation of coastal lakes, 
salted bogs with a high level of water standing, preventing the plant growth, 
occurred. 

 

figure 10. distribution of siltstone-sandstone deposits  
of accumulative bodies of main water currents in the period  

of formation of regressive part of lithocycle V6 – υ6
1 – isolines of concentration of siltstone-sandstone deposits of accumulative forms, %; 

2–3 – contents of sandstones and siltstones, %: 2 – 20–40, 3 – over 40; 4 – directions of cur-
rents of main water flows; 5 and 6 – paleohydrographic systems Horokhiv-Rivne and Dubno
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The most favourable conditions for the 
peat accumulation existed in the central part 
of the peat massifs remoted from the river 
channels. Great peat bogs of considerable 
thickness were formed in the mouth part of 
the subaerial delta in the inner part of the 
Lviv tectonic deep (farther south of cher-
vonohrad).

In comparison with the outer zone of the 
deep which is situated father north-east, it 
was characterized by greater mobility of the 
basement and more intensive subsidence of 
the locality that promoted forming of the 
peat bogs of increased thickness. consedi-
mentary tectonic movements as well as fre-
quent fluctuations of the level and dynam-
ics of ground water have caused numerous 
splittings of the seam υ6 and formation of 
the rock layers in it. Apart from positive ef-
fect of the tectonic factor which determined 
subsidence of the locality and accumula-
tion of great masses of organic substance, 
the formation of the peat bogs of increased 
thickness was conduced by the river beds, 
channels through which a considerable 
amount of terrigenous material passed to the 
area of sedimentation and a compensation 
regime of sedimentation was kept. 

In the far south-west of the basin within 
the mouth part of the alluvial-deltaic plain 
located near the sea, the conditions for the 
formation of the paleopeat bogs became less 
favourable due to limited demension of up-
lifted plots which became boggy, increase in 
the level of water standing in the peat bogs, 
decrease in duration of the peat accumula-
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tion. The distribution of the plots with workable thickness of the seam has 
an island character. The next subsidence of the locality has led to transgres-
sion of the sea, settling of lagoonal-lacustrine environments, stopping of the 
formation of the seam υ6 over the whole territory of the basin. 

6. Conclusions 
Investigations of the coal presence, studies of the peculiarities of mor-

phology and substantiation of the commercial value of the coal seams of 
deep horizons are urgent from the point of view of the problem of possible 
prolongation of the period of exploitation of active mines and further deve-
lopment of the Lviv-Volyn Basin.

Within the bounds of deep horizons in deposits of the lower coal-bearing 
subformation, the coal seams υ0

3 and υ6 are considered to be basic and are of 
the greatest commercial significance, and are widely distributed with work-
ing thickness. In the Kovel perspective area and the central part of the basin 
– υ0

3 and υ6 – in the Zabugske and Mezhyrichya fields of the Chervonohrad 
coal industrial region.

Dependence between peculiarities of the pre-carboniferous paleore-
lief and the formation of the coal-bearing thickness of the Kovel area was 
marked for the first time. Conducted paleogeomorphological reconstruc-
tions have revealed the existence of the latitudinal (over 20 km wide) val-
ley-like lowering in its central part that has undergone the most inherited 
subsidence and has led to the increase in the thickness of the coal-bearing 
deposits underlying limestone V1, and to accumulative-tectonic splitting of 
the coal seam υ0

3 into two conditional coal seams υ0
3н and υ0

3в, that is to say, 
to composite staged bifurcation. Thus, a new type of the peat accumulation 
was established in the Lviv-Volyn Basin characteristic of the platform car-
boniferous coal-bearing formations located directly on the erosional sur-
face of different-age formations underlying them that needs of a special 
approach to exploring and prospecting. 

The Serpukhovian coal seam υ6 was formed within the bounds of the 
subaerial deltaic plain where the most favourable conditions for the peat 
accumulation were found in the mouth parts of delta located in intrachannel 
space among coarse paleohydrographical system as well as in the inner part 
of the Lviv tectonic deep which is characterized by more intensive subsid-
ence of the location and widly developed water flows. 
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In the area of the basin, the most composite morphostructure of the coal 
seam υ6 is characteristic of the South-Western coal-bearing region, especial-
ly of the Tyagliv and Lyubelya fields and the plot of Mezhyrichya-Western. 
Exactly in that region it is splitted into two coal units υ6

н and υ6
в. Especially 

great fields of splitting were distinguished in the south of the Tyagliv depos-
it and in the north-west of the plot of Mezhrichya-Western that testifies to 
the most unstable conditions of its formation in this part of the basin. 

On the basis of detailed investigations of the peculiarities of formation 
and studies of the morphology of the coal seam υ6 of the deep horizons, a 
deltaic type of the peat accumulation was determined for the first time. 

cited material and conducted paleoreconstructions verify and supple-
ment existing notions of carboniferous coal accumulation in the south-west 
of the East European Platform, and in particular of insufficiently studied 
deltaic type of the peat accumulation. Regarded in applied aspect, they are 
important in solving practical tasks connected with prognostic assessment 
of the commercial coal presence in the deep horizons of the Lviv-Volyn 
Basin. 
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